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SUMMARY Social Skills Training (SST) has been used for years to im-
prove individuals’ social skills toward building a better daily life. In SST
carried out by humans, the social skills level is usually evaluated through a
verbal interview conducted by the trainer. Although this evaluation is based
on psychiatric knowledge and professional experience, its quality depends
on the trainer’s capabilities. Therefore, to standardize such evaluations,
quantifiable metrics are required. To meet this need, the second edition of
the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS-2) offers a viable solution because it
has been extensively tested and standardized by empirical research works.
This paper describes the development of an automated method to evaluate
a person’s social skills level based on SRS-2. We use multimodal features,
including BERT-based features, and perform score estimation with a 0.76
Pearson correlation coefficient while using feature selection. In addition,
we examine the linguistic aspects of BERT-based features through subjec-
tive evaluations. Consequently, the BERT-based features show a strong
negative correlation with human subjective scores of fluency, appropriate
word choice, and understandable speech structure.
key words: social skills training, social communication, social responsive-
ness scale, linear regression, feature selection

1. Introduction

Social Skills are essential for communicating with others.
According to Bellack et al., the components of social skills
can mainly be divided into three groups: expressive behav-
ior, such as eye contact and posture; receptive behavior,
which includes attention to and interpretation of the rele-
vant cues for emotion recognition; and interactive behavior,
such as response timing and turn-taking [1]. Although most
people possess these abilities, some lack them due to men-
tal disabilities such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) or
schizophrenia [2]. Daily life is quite tricky without social
skills since most normal situations require us to integrate
and apply several different social skills.

One solution to this difficulty is a process called So-
cial Skills Training (SST). According to Bellack et al., it
is based on conditioned reflex therapy and psychotherapy
by reciprocal inhibition and social learning theory [3]–[6].
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Since the introduction of SST, it has been extensively used
in a wide range of areas [1]. The minimum setup for SST is
one trainer and one trainee [1]. It can also be done in a group
setting with several trainees. In that setting, an assistant can
be designated from among the trainees to help the trainer.
Figure 1 shows the basic SST procedure. First, the trainer
and the trainees determine the required objective skill with
a specific situation and goal of the SST. Second, the trainer
demonstrates an exemplary model of the skill/goal by acting
in the situation himself/herself. Third, an individual trainee
imitates the trainer’s example. Fourth, positive and negative
feedback is given to the trainee by the trainer. Fifth, based
on the feedback, the trainee repeats the performance while
trying to improve it. Sometimes, homework is assigned to
trainees for further improvement.

Although SST is a well-known method, in practice, ac-
cess to it is difficult for several reasons. First, there is a so-
cial stigma attached to those with mental illnesses [7], [8].
Many such people are not entirely accepted in certain situ-
ations. Patients sometimes fear that their family, including
themselves, might be abused or shunned by neighbors who
discover their illness. Another reason is the difficult training
involved in becoming an SST trainer. To conduct SST ef-
fectively, a professional must master how it works and learn
how to give feedback to maximize the trainees’ improve-
ment, which is time-consuming. One training program re-
quires 8 to 12 weeks to complete [9]. Therefore, automated
SST systems have been studied for many years [10]–[13].

Our series of research works focused on the first two
steps of automated SST (steps within the red box in Fig. 1):
measuring the user’s skills level and identifying those skills
required in the SST training. In previous research, we tried

Fig. 1 Flowchart of SST. Our research target includes steps in the red
box.
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to estimate the user’s severity of social impairment by us-
ing linear regression with text and audio features [14]. To
minimize the subjectivity of ground-truth values, we applied
the Social Responsiveness Scale Second Edition (SRS-2)
to obtain standardized ground-truth values for the regres-
sion model. Although we demonstrated the potential of our
approach, the prediction accuracy was not high enough be-
cause the number of features was limited. Moreover, there
was need for further investigation into the kinds of linguistic
information that could be captured by seq-similarity (called
BERT word in this paper).

In this paper, to extend the previous research, we used
a feature-selection method based on Pearson’s correlation
coefficient with a regression model. We also revised mul-
timodal feature sets to include visual features and other so-
phisticated features. In particular, we added some variations
of embedding-based textual features to investigate the ef-
fects of BERT-based features. Embedding was initially pro-
posed in the natural language processing field. It is a type of
vector used to express a word’s meaning in a distributional
space. Furthermore, we examined subjective evaluations to
find the relationships between BERT-based features and hu-
man cognition. It should be noted that, since SRS-2 has
been proven effective not only for socially disabled people
but also for non-disabled subjects, this research evaluated its
effectiveness only for non-disabled subjects in this prelim-
inary feasibility study. The novelty of this research can be
summarized as follows:

• SRS-2 score estimation model was developed with a
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.76
• BERT-based features were applied to evaluate the qual-

ity of a one-minute talk
• Effectiveness of the BERT-based features was con-

firmed by subjective evaluation

Section 2 introduces several related works in this area,
including therapy systems based on an automated agent.
Next, in Sect. 3, we describe the 2th edition of the Social
Responsiveness Scale as a source of ground-truth values in
this paper. In Sect. 4, we show details of the dataset used
in this paper. Then, in Sect. 5, we show our method of es-
timating social skills level and its capabilities. In Sect. 6,
we present experiments using subjective evaluation to in-
vestigate the details of linguistic features. Finally, in Sect. 7,
we conclude the paper with a discussion on several research
limitations.

2. Related Work

This section introduces several previous research efforts re-
lated to automated behavior scoring or training systems to
help the reader better understand the rest of this paper.

SimSensei has been acknowledged as one of the epic
projects in this field. It was a virtual trainer that conducted
therapy sessions for PTSD patients [15]. The authors inte-
grated many different libraries to capture multimodal fea-
tures of the user. They reported that its quality approached

that of face-to-face sessions.
Naim et al. attempted to estimate job interview perfor-

mance by using multimodal features [16]. They set average
ratings of 16 interview traits as ground-truth labels. The
several regression models they used achieved the best pre-
diction performance by SVR with a correlation coefficient
of 0.70 for overall performance and hiring recommendation
traits. They also examined the relative weights of individual
features in their regression models. Their results show that
prosodic features have relatively larger weights for predict-
ing engagement and excitement, which is intuitively reason-
able.

In the SST context specifically, Tanaka et al. automated
the SST process with a computer system using a multi-
modal dialogue system having an embodied conversational
agent [12]. Their system goal was to improve the user’s
speaking skills. They used a subjective score, the speak-
ing skill score, as an evaluation metric to measure a user’s
speaking level. The scores were annotated by several ex-
perienced trainers and averaged as ground-truth labels for
each bit of data. Although the scores were partially based
on professional knowledge, they still lacked objectivity be-
cause they depended on the trainer’s skill level. More criti-
cally, since most psychiatric symptoms are not physical phe-
nomena like blood pressure level, in principle, psychiatric
physicians cannot rely on objective measures as other physi-
cians routinely do [17], [18]. Therefore, there is need for an
objective evaluation method based on a quality-guaranteed
metric.

Although psychiatrists commonly accept the impor-
tance of speech contents, few works using them have been
conducted due to the difficulty of capturing speech contents
computationally. Aramaki et al. investigated the relation-
ships between the SRS-2 score (details in Sect. 4) and the
usage of difficult words. Their results indicate that people
with a high SRS-2 score tend to use less complicated words
in conversation.

3. Dataset

We used the monologue video dataset gathered by Tanaka
et al. [13]. This dataset includes 27 participants who were
non-disabled adults with a mean age of 25.1. Participants
were asked to talk for one minute to a virtual agent on a
screen about positive events they recently experienced. Four
fundamental social skills were defined by Bellack: express-
ing positive behavior, listening to others, asking favors, and
refusing requests. The task “talking about a recent positive
topic” is related to one of the four skills, expressing positive
behavior [1].

Figure 2 shows an image of the adopted recording sys-
tem in use. The agent blinks its eyes once every three sec-
onds and nods a few seconds after recognizing an utterance.
The authors reported that the agent’s effectiveness was com-
parable to or even better than an unfamiliar partner [11].
Furthermore, in subjective self-evaluation of the improve-
ment in the trainee’s talking ability after the session, SST
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Fig. 2 Experiment’s recording system in use [13]

by the agent showed almost the same effectiveness as SST
by a familiar partner. Therefore, we believe the interaction
with this agent is applicable to our research purpose. We
recorded the user’s facial images, voice, and eye movements
synchronously. After the video recording, participants were
asked to answer two questionnaires: the Big Five Personal-
ity Test and SRS-2. A human annotator transcribed every
user’s utterances.

The recording duration was one minute. Although a
longer talk session might have been better to capture the
characteristic behaviors of users, it would also have been a
more challenging task to complete for participants. Some
participants reported it was difficult to talk continuously
even for one minute. Therefore, we balanced these factors
and set the recording time to a one-minute duration.

4. Social Responsiveness Scale, 2th Edition (SRS-2)

SRS-2 is an evaluation metric of the severity of social im-
pairment, and it is composed of 65 questions. Although
SRS-2 was initially designed to assess potential autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) sufferers, it can also differentiate vari-
ous mental diseases. Furthermore, its effectiveness has been
investigated not only with disabled people but also with non-
disabled people [19]. Consequently, it was found suitable
for evaluating non-disabled people as well.

This paper used the SRS-2 overall score and one of its
treatment sub-scale scores called Social Communication (22
items out of 65) as ground-truth labels for training. Since
the overall score of SRS-2 includes and can be affected by
social communication skills and lifestyle factors, we de-
cided to also evaluate the Social communication score of
SRS-2, which provides more explicit information on the
user’s social communication skills than the overall score.
In particular, it indicates the physical aspect of social in-
teraction, which is more feasible for future SST automation
because it is intuitively understandable and objectively ob-
servable [19].

Social communication score and SRS-2 overall score
were highly correlated with a coefficient of 0.92. On the
other hand, correlation coefficients between the scores and
the subjective speaking score, rated by experts from previ-

ous research, were −0.39 and −0.33, respectively [13].
For the overall score distribution, the average and the

standard deviation were 65.90 and 19.77, respectively, for
males and 61.50 and 21.00 for females. Since the symp-
tomatic population of ASD is gender imbalanced, its cutoff
values are different at 65 and 52 for males and females, re-
spectively [20]. From this distribution, we observed that this
dataset includes scores in the general populations’ range and
those in the ASD range, although participants had never re-
ceived any clinical diagnosis. Therefore, we think these sub-
jects were suitable for this experimental research.

5. Experiment 1: SRS-2 Score Prediction Model

In our first experiment, we attempted to predict SRS-2
scores using machine learning with multimodal features.

5.1 Multimodal Features

Since multimodal information is needed to acquire better
socials skills, we considered using multimodal features as
inputs to the model [1].

Tanaka et al. used linear regression with the follow-
ing features to estimate subjective speaking score: words
per minute, words over six letters, number of fillers, vo-
cal amplitude mean, coefficient of F0 variation, pause per-
centage, spectral tilt between F1 and F3 (H1A3), smile ra-
tio, and head poses (pitch, yaw, roll) [12]. They selected
these features based on their previous work on differentiat-
ing Japanese people with and without social difficulties [21].
In this experiment, we set these features as feature-set1
and evaluated whether they effectively estimated the SRS-2
score, which includes many other aspects of communication
than just the speaking score. Although feature-set1 includes
multimodal information, the variety of features is limited.
Moreover, none of these features involve giving considera-
tion to speech contents. However, the irregularity of speech
contents is one of the critical symptoms in many psychiatric
disorders such as schizophrenia and autism spectrum disor-
der (ASD) [2]. Therefore, in feature-set2, we decided to add
text features that involve the speech contents of the user. A
list of the features used in this research, with brief descrip-
tions, is given in Table 1.

5.1.1 Text Features

Disorganized speech is one of the significant symptoms of
Schizophrenia. We can find an extreme example of this in
Bleuler’s book: “I always liked geography. My last teacher
in that subject was Professor August A. He was a man with
black eyes. I also like black eyes. There are also blue and
grey eyes and other sorts, too. . . ” [22]. Although this symp-
tom has been recognized for years, capturing it by automatic
calculation has not been easy because we need to consider
the context of the speech.

To capture this symptom, we propose applying BERT-
based similarity features, named BERT-based similarity
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Table 1 Multimodal features

Feature name Description

Energy Mean spectral energy
F0, F1, F2, F3 Mean Mean frequency of

F0, F1, F2, F3
F0, F1, F2, F3 SD Standard deviation of

F0, F1, F2, F3
F0 Min Minimum F0 frequency
F0 Max Maximum F0 frequency
F0 range Difference between

F0 MAX and F0 MIN
F1, F2, F3 BW Average bandwidth of

F1, F2, F3
F2/F1, F3/F1 Mean Mean ratio of

F2-F1 and F3-F1
F2/F1, F3/F1 SD Standard deviation of

F2/F1 and F3/F1
Int mean Mean vocal intensity
Int Min Minimum vocal intensity
Int Max Maximum vocal intensity
Int range Differences between

max and min intensities
Int SD Standard deviation of vocal intensity
Jitter Irregularities in F0 frequency

Shimmer Irregularities in intensity
Unvoiced % Percentage of unvoiced regions

Breaks % Average percentage of breaks

WPM # of Words in one minute
Vocabulary size Total size of vocaburary

Six plus # of Words more than six letters
BERT word Word level feature with BERT
W2V word Word-level feature with Word2Vec

BERT cont word Content-word-level feature with BERT
W2V cont word Content-word-level feature with Word2Vec

BERT sent Sentence-level feature with BERT
W2V sent Sentence-level feature with Word2Vec

Conj% Percentage of conjunctions
Filler% Percentage of fillers

Pronoun% Percentage of fillers
Nei cont identical Total number of identical content words

between adjacent sentences

Pose Rx Head angle in radian around X axis
Pose Rx CV Coefficient of variation for Pose Rx

Pose Ry Head angle in radian around Y-axis
Pose Ry CV Coefficient of variation for Pose Ry

Pose Rz Head angle in radian around Z-axis
Pose Rz CV Coefficient of variation for Pose Rz
Smile ratio Ratio of Smiling frames to # of total frames

AU01 Inner-brow raiser
AU02 Outer-brow raiser
AU04 Brow lowerer
AU05 Upper-lid raiser
AU06 Cheek raiser
AU07 Lid tightener
AU09 Nose wrinkler
AU10 Upper-lip raiser
AU12 Lip-corner puller
AU14 Dimpler
AU15 Lip-corner depressor
AU17 Chin raiser
AU20 Lip stretcher
AU23 Lip tightener
AU25 Lips parter
AU26 Jaw dropper
AU28 Lip sucker
AU45 Blinker

(BERT sim). Equation (1) shows BERT sim’s calculation,
where N is the total number of words, Cos(A, B) is the co-
sine similarity between A and B, and embedi is the ith em-
bedding.

BERT sim =
1
N

N∑

i=1

Cos(embedi−1, embedi). (1)

BERT is a type of neural network initially proposed in the
natural language processing field [23]. Compared to previ-
ous neural network approaches like Word2Vec, BERT can
capture context across an entire input text regardless of its
length [24]. Therefore, BERT provides better word-level
representation than previous methods like word2Vec. We
used the BERT pretrained model from the Transformers li-
brary (bert-base-japanese) [25].

This paper uses several setups for the embedding calcu-
lations (Table 1). To show the effectiveness of BERT-based
features, we calculated Word2Vec-based features as well. If
the user produces only similar words sequentially, the score
should be high. We implemented this text feature because
physicians have reported that people with ASD tend to use
only a limited variety of words compared to non-disabled
people [26]. Moreover, we also aim to capture disorganized
speech by using these features. Although we did not include
data for actual patients with ASD or schizophrenia in the
dataset, we can test whether our method effectively captures
these symptoms because the participants used in the dataset
were labeled with corresponding SRS-2 scores.

Unlike conventional topic models (e.g., Latent Dirich-
let Allocation), this method does not require hyperparam-
eters to define several topic classes. Therefore, it is more
generic than other methods based on topic modeling.

Additionally, we implemented the following statisti-
cal text features based on psychiatric knowledge [2]: con-
junction percentage (Conj%), filler percentage (Filler%),
and pronoun percentage (Pronoun%). We calculated the
frequency of identical neighboring content words (Neigh-
bor content identical) to capture the strength of the seman-
tical connection between adjacent sentences using the fol-
lowing procedure. First, we changed every word to its dic-
tionary form. Second, We counted the number of identical
content words between adjacent sentences. Finally, we used
the sum of those numbers as the feature value.

5.1.2 Audio Features

To increase the variety of audio features, we adopted the
features used in a job interview scoring system [16]. We de-
cided to apply these features to this research because job in-
terviews also use multimodal information in a manner sim-
ilar to SST. When we communicate with others, linguistic
speech content and other non-verbal information deliver the
speaker’s true intentions to listeners. Furthermore, in previ-
ous research on ASD and schizophrenia patients, significant
differences were reported for audio features such as pause
duration and pitch (F0) variability [27], [28]. These features
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were calculated with the audio analysis toolkit Praat [29].

5.1.3 Visual Features

Similar to audio features, we needed to add extra visual fea-
tures for better system performance. In this research, we
added features related to facial expressions. It is said that fa-
cial expressions are essential for communication, and their
effectiveness has been reported in previous works [10], [15],
[30], [31]. To calculate facial-related features, we mainly
used the facial expression analysis tool OpenFace [32]. It
also can handle head pose and action units (AUs), which are
tiny components of facial expressions [33].

OpenFace’s AU recognition evaluates two different at-
tributes: presence and intensity. Presence is a binary at-
tribute indicating whether the AU is detected. In contrast,
intensity is a continuous value indicating the strength of the
AU’s presence, ranging from 0 to 5. Since presence was
more stable than intensity in our preliminary experiments,
we chose presence as the AU feature for this study. In ad-
dition, since the number of video frames differed depending
on the particular video, we used the average of these pres-
ence values for each AU as the input feature to the machine
learning model. In terms of head pose, we calculated the av-
erage pose in absolute value and coefficient of variation for
pitch, yaw, and roll.

In previous research, researchers reported that smile
frequency is one of the important features related to social
skills [21]. Therefore, we took this feature into account. We
used a smile detection model based on cascade filters with
the OpenCV computer vision library [34]. We averaged its
presence, similarly to AU features, by dividing the data’s
value by the number of video frames.

5.2 Experimental Conditions

Following Tanaka’s research, we used linear regression as a
machine learning model [12]. Since linear regression is an
easily explainable and straightforward method, it is suitable
for this research, especially when we try to identify skills
that should be further trained. Due to the simplicity of lin-
ear regression, it can be easily degraded by multicollinearity
across different features. To avoid this, we applied a feature
selection method based on Pearson’s correlation scores if the
total number of features exceeded 10. Pearson’s correlation
score was calculated with the following equation:

rxy =

∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑n
i=1(xi − x)2(yi − y)2

, (2)

where xi and yi indicate a feature value and an objective
score, respectively, for a participant’s data with an index i,
x and y indicate average scores of feature values and objec-
tive scores, and n indicates the total number of participants.
By using this correlation score, we calculated the F-statistic
with the following equation:

F =
rxy

2

1 − rxy
2

(n − 2), (3)

where rxy indicates the correlation score with a feature value
x and an objective value y, and (n−2) indicates the degree of
freedom for this setting with participant data size n. We used
this F-statistic to sort features in descending order. Next, we
filtered out all data except for the top-10 relevant features.

As mentioned in Sect. 4, we set overall score (SRS) and
social communication score (Com) as ground-truth scores
for the estimation from the Social Responsiveness Scale, 2th

edition. All input features were standardized to have an av-
erage value of zero and a standard deviation of one. Some-
times, linear regression is used with regularization such as
L1, L2, and a combination of L1 and L2 called elastic net.
However, such regularizations did not improve anything in
our preliminary experiments. Therefore, we did not apply
any regularization in this paper.

In preparing the features, we found an outlier caused
by a failure of the head pose estimation. Consequently, we
eliminated this from the dataset and trained the models using
the remaining data of the 26 participants with 67 features
each.

To deal with the limited size of the dataset, we utilized
the leave-one-out cross-validation technique to minimize in-
dividuality. Therefore, we used 25 participants’ data out
of 26 to train the models and used 1 participant’s data as
test data for each model. For visual feature extraction, we
used OpenFace with a default setting of 15 fps for video
data. OpenFace can calculate the AU binary presence score
and AU linear intensity score separately; however, these two
scores might not be consistent because their predictors were
trained independently [33]. Consequently, we used only the
presence score since it was found to be more stable than in-
tensity in our preliminary experiment. At the same time,
eliminating one of these scores can avoid collinearity be-
tween them. For audio feature extraction, we used data with
a sampling rate of 22 kHz. We set the target pitch frequency
range from 100 to 600 Hz for pitch extraction. The Berg
method was used with a window length of 0.025 seconds
for the formant estimation. For the remaining conditions,
we used the default settings of Praat [4].

In addition to the linear regression model, we exper-
imentally trained the partial least square (PLS) regression
model and XGBoost regression model, anticipating better
prediction performance.

5.3 Results

Table 2 shows the results for social skills level estimation,
where SetX indicates feature-setX, select. indicates feature
selection, Correl indicates Pearson’s correlation score be-
tween ground-truth values and estimated values, and RMSE
indicates root mean squared error.

For the prediction using feature-set1, we confirmed
that feature-set1 was influential not only for the subjective
speaking score used in the previous research but also for the
social communication score of SRS-2. By comparing the
results of feature-set1 and feature-set2, there was no signif-
icant difference between estimation results for either over-
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Table 2 Results of social skills level estimation a

SRS Com
Name Correl RMSE Correl RMSE

Set1 [12] 0.28 32.13 0.45* 11.33
Set2 0.42* 18.80 0.30 10.54
Set2 with select. 0.76* 13.49 0.63* 8.42

aCorrel with * indicates a significant difference in the test
of no correlation

Table 3 Selected features in descending order of feature coefficient

SRS Com

F0 SD F0 SD
AU17 AU45
AU45 F3 SD
F3 SD AU17

Pose Rx CV AU28
Pose Rx AU23

AU28 Vocabulary size
AU15 Pose Rx CV
AU01 F3 mean

Pose Rz CV BERT cont word

all score or social communication score (Wilcoxon signed-
rank test, p-value threshold at 0.05). In contrast, feature-
set2 with feature selection showed the best correlation score
for both overall score prediction and social communication
score prediction. In terms of RMSE, we confirmed that
the model trained on feature-set2 with feature selection pro-
duced the lowest score.

Table 3 shows the selected features arranged in de-
scending order of feature coefficient magnitude. In both
overall score prediction and social communication score
prediction, the standard deviation of F0 had the highest co-
efficient. Moreover, the effectiveness of text features such
as vocabulary size and BERT content word was seen only
in social communication prediction.

Although we trained PLS regression and XGBoost re-
gression, those models could not surpass the linear regres-
sion model in RMSE or the correlation coefficient between
ground-truth and predicted values.

5.4 Discussion

From the prediction results shown in Table 2, we found
feature-set1 was adequate for predicting the social commu-
nication score since its correlation coefficient was signifi-
cantly correlated to the ground-truth scores (p<0.05). De-
spite its limited number of multimodal features, surpris-
ingly, it demonstrated its predictive ability. We believe this
was because the subjective speaking and social communi-
cation scores were highly correlated, with a coefficient of
−0.39. Again, although the subjective speaking score was
rated by experienced SST trainers, SRS-2 is more reliable
because its effectiveness has been proven by previous re-
search [19], [35]–[37]. However, it was not significantly
correlated with overall score prediction using feature-set1.

We think this is because the overall score includes commu-
nication aspects of social skills and daily habits as well as
other non-communicational information that was not con-
sidered in the subjective speaking score [13].

Compared to feature-set1, feature-set2 with feature se-
lection was more effective in predicting scores with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.76 for overall score and 0.63 for social
communication score. In Table 3, F0 SD had the highest
feature coefficient of linear regression. In previous research,
the authors reported that an irregularity of F0 movement was
found in ASD patients and schizophrenia patients [27], [28].
The results from this experiment support those earlier find-
ings. Interestingly, the effectiveness of text features was
only seen in the results of social communication score pre-
diction, not in overall score prediction. These results indi-
cate that text content (i.e., what was said) was unimportant
for overall score prediction.

As a result, XGBoost regression and PLS regression
could not surpass linear regression. In addition to this per-
formance difference, we believe its interpretability is an ad-
ditional reason to choose the linear regression model for the
final goal of our research. Although we can use decision
tree-based algorithms such as XGBoost for the feature se-
lection with importance scores, it is challenging to interpret
and quantize the results instantly due to their complex deci-
sion paths. Such instant interpretation and quantization for
each skill are critical for our future usage of this model in
giving users feedback right after the role-play (called sum-
mary feedback in SST) or within the role play (called imme-
diate feedback in SST). Similarly, the PLS regression model
is also difficult to interpret since its principal component
axis is ambiguous, and researchers’ subjectivity is needed
to determine the meaning of the axes. Therefore, we believe
the most straightforward linear algorithm, based on correla-
tion coefficients, is the best choice for our research purpose.
In addition, a recent paper achieved high prediction perfor-
mance on debate skill score prediction using linear regres-
sion [38]. Since its target is similar to social skills in terms
of the necessity of multi-modality communication, we be-
lieve this result supports our usage of linear regression for
the social skills score prediction.

6. Experiment 2: Subjective Evaluation

In Sect. 4, we confirmed that SRS-2 scores could be pre-
dicted using linear regression with multimodal features and
the method of feature selection. Although its score predic-
tion was accurate, it remained unclear what kind of linguis-
tic information that BERT cont word captured. To investi-
gate this, we conducted a second experiment that focused on
subjective evaluation.

6.1 Method

We collected 15 participants using a web-based crowd
worker service. Participants were asked to rate text exam-
ples from 1 to 7 subjectively for three different tasks. They
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Table 4 Items of subjective rating

Name Description

Content word Similarity between adjacent content words
Sentence Similarity between adjacent sentences

Word choice Proper word choice for talking with psychiatrists
Fluency Fluency as a native speaker
Structure Story structure

Fig. 3 Correlation between features and subjective scores. Darker red
indicates a stronger correlation. Values with underlines were significantly
correlated.

were asked to rate the scores absolutely, not relatively. All
rating items are shown in Table 4. We selected these items
based on the measured symptoms of schizophrenia [2]. Con-
tent word was used for task1. Sentence was used for task2.
Word choice, Fluency, and Structure were used for task3.
In task1, participants were shown a series of content words
used in the one-minute talk. Then, they were asked to
rate the overall subjective score for correlations between
adjacent content words one by one for each subject in the
dataset. This score is named Content word in Table 4. In
task2, participants were asked to perform similar activities
to those in task1 except for using a series of sentences in-
stead of content words. This score is named Sentence in
Table 4. In task3, participants were shown a raw text tran-
scription for the one-minute talk. Then, they were asked to
rate the overall subjective score for three different aspects:
appropriateness of word choice if the participants talked to a
trainer (Word choice), fluency as a native speaker (Fluency),
and structure level of the talk (Structure).

Using the collected scores, we calculated Pearson’s
correlation between the features in feature-set2 and the
scores. The original target of this experiment was only
BERT cont word. However, it would be better for future
research to find text features that strongly reflect the user’s
subjective evaluation metrics. Therefore, we decided to cal-
culate the correlation for every feature in feature-set2. Fur-
thermore, the intra-score correlation was calculated to in-
vestigate the correlations among the subjective scores by the
crowd workers.

6.2 Results

Figure 3 shows Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
scores and features, where scores with underlines indi-
cate significant correlation (p<0.05). Although we calcu-
lated the correlation coefficients for all features in feature-
set2, we confirmed that only BERT word, BERT cont word,
and Pronoun% were significantly correlated out of the 13
text features. Additionally, we confirmed positive correla-
tions between BERT word and content word and between
BERT cont word and content word.

Fig. 4 Intra-score correlation of subjective scoring. Darker red in-
dicates a stronger correlation. Values with underlines were significantly
correlated.

Figure 4 shows intra-score correlation of subjective
scores, where scores with underlines indicate significant
correlation (p<0.05). From the results, we found that
word choice, fluency, and structure were significantly cor-
related.

6.3 Discussion

Originally, we designed BERT cont word to capture simi-
lar information to the subjective score of content word. Al-
though there was no significance, we confirmed the corre-
lation between them with a coefficient of 0.26. Therefore,
it seems our method could capture similar characteristics to
those that human raters did. Moreover, unexpectedly, the
text features shown in Fig. 3 were strongly and negatively
correlated with word choice, fluency, and structure. The re-
sults indicate that these features tend to be low if the subjec-
tive scores are high.

In Fig. 4, word choice, fluency, and structure showed
similar trends. According to the figure, their subjective
scores were strongly correlated to each other. These scores
were rated in the same task, with ratings executed after read-
ing the entire text of the talk. Therefore, unfortunately, these
subjective scores might have interfered with each other.
However, this may also indicate that the trends of these
scores are related to the overall quality of the speech.

Therefore, these solid negative correlations between
BERT-based features and subjective scores suggest that peo-
ple who speak well tend to talk about a wide variety of top-
ics and contents. Conceptually, BERT-based features can be
high if the adjacent embeddings are similar. Hence, BERT-
based features should be low if the words in the talk are
semantically diverse. This assumption should be evaluated
carefully from several different perspectives in future work.

7. Conclusion

Using a feature-selection method, we showed that SRS-2
scores could be estimated accurately using linear regres-
sion from multimodal features. In addition, we proposed
BERT-based features to handle the context of speech. The
results of estimating the social skills level suggest that
BERT cont word and Vocabulary size are important for es-
timating the social communication score. In contrast, the re-
sults also indicate that text features are not crucial for over-
all score prediction. In addition, we attempted to clarify the
kinds of aspects that BERT-based features captured from the
text. The results suggest that people who speak well tend to
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talk about a wide variety of topics and contents.
Although we mainly discussed the effects of text fea-

tures, we could not investigate the effects of non-verbal fea-
tures. This non-verbal effect should be researched in the fu-
ture. In addition, the extension from one-to-one communi-
cation to social interaction with three or more people should
also be investigated since such group interaction is far more
complex than the setting in this paper.
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